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The candidate investigated the diversity of subclass Octocorallia (Cnidaria, Anthozoa) in the waters around 

Okinawa and the Ryukyu Islands, while attempting to answer questions on how to most properly conduct 

taxonomy on the group. Octocorals have historically had taxonom ic problems caused by a lack of morphological 

characters and a huge diversity of species. Although a morphological framework exists based on sclerites and 

gross co lony morphology, recent molecular phylogenetic work has shown many existing classifications and 

organization may be incorrect. At the same time, DNA markers utilized lack the necessary resolution for accuralt: 

species delineation, and thus much more effort is needed to construct an effective taxonomic framework. 
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The candidate pursued research utiliz ing a variety of methodologies, from the traditional colony and 

sclerites morphology, to DNA phylogenetic work and microCT scanning. Specifically, the candidate focused 

first on the genus Briareum, which has had a confused taxonomic history. From specimens in the Ryukyus, 

the candidate demonstrated that differing morpholog ies, despite no intermediate forms between them, may 

apparently be the same species, while another group of specimens was morphologically and genetically 

unique, and potentially undescribed. However, molecular results of this work again demonstrate how low 

variation apparently is in common DNA markers for Octocorallia. 

After this, the candidate then turned his research attention to identi fying and describing some unknown 

specimens found by himself from Zamami Island, Okinawa. Based on DNA phylogeny, the specimens were 

identified as an unknown group related to the blue cora l, Heliopora. The candidate then used a combination of 

tools and skills (light + electron microscopy, micro CT scans, DNA) to successfully describe these as a 

previously unknown genus and species (Nanipora kamurai), demonstrating the merit of such combined 

approaches for alpha taxonomy. This work has received attention from local, domestic and international 

media. 

Overall, the candidate has completed a large body of work substantially advancing our knowledge of the 

Octocorallia in Okinawa, while filling in the phylogenetic tree of Octocora llia, and opening new lines of 

research utilizing new techniques. The candidate's results show how important it is to search for biodiversity 

in previously under-examined environments and locations. Finally, a lpha taxonomy research is a critical first 

step towards a more complete understanding of coral reef ecosystems, allowing for more effective and 

accurate management and conservation. Thus, based on the above reasons, the downstream results of this 

research will be seen in various fie lds from basic zoology and biogeography studies, and to 

conservation-related themes. 

The candidate's publication history re lated to this thesis more than meets graduation requirements, with 

2 first author papers, both in respected international journals. The candidate gave a final thesis presentation 

(=final examination) on August 7, 2015 , in the Science Collaborative Building Room 102, from 14:00 to 

15:00 in front of a ll three members of the Committee. This presentation was open to the public, and attended 

by many people from both inside and outside the university. In his presentation he discussed his major results, 

and the implications for future octocoral research. Overall, the candidate talked for 45 minutes, and then 

appropriate ly answered numerous questions related to his thesis and research fi eld for 15 minutes. The 

Committee then met on August I 0, 2015, at I 0:30, and discussed and judged the candidate's thesis, and his 

final presentation and answers to questions, as demonstrating his hard work, results, and knowledge. Thus, 

based on the above results, for these reasons, the Committee unanimously recommended "Pass" for the 

candidate. 


